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Politics and culture in international history
2000-09-01

political culture is one of the central but most difficult concepts in political science this reader explores this concept by compiling
previously published works that focus on the core themes of political culture research concepts and applications culture and
globalization popular culture civil society and social capital social movements and collective identity culture and political change
and culture and rationality each section includes general and article introductions as well as a suggested reading list

Culture and Politics
2014-07-08

a fascinating oblique entry into the mind of one whose own writings are a brilliant questioning chronicle of contemporary culture
and values nadine gordimer lucid passionate forthright honesty and steely lucidity terry eagleton new statesman this fascinating
collection offers a portrait of a vitally interesting individual a c grayling independent on sunday no single book has encompassed
the vast scope of edward said s erudition quite like power politics and culture a collection of his interviews from the last three
decades in these twenty nine interviews said addresses everything from palestine to pavarotti from his nomadic upbringing under
colonial rule to his politically active and often controversial life in america and reflects on austen beckett conrad naipaul mahfouz
and rushdie as well as fellow critics bloom derrida and foucault said speaks here with his usual candour acuity and eloquence
confirming that he was in his lifetime among the truly most important intellects of our century

Power, Politics, and Culture
1991

the cynical society is a study of the political despair and abdication of individual responsibility goldfarb calls cynicism a central
but unexamined aspect of contemporary american political and social life goldfarb reveals with vivid strokes how cynicism
undermines our capacity to think about society s strengths and weaknesses drawing on thinkers from alexis de tocqueville to
allan bloom and on such recent works as beloved bonfire of the vanities and mississippi burning the cynical society celebrates
cultural pluralism s role in democracy
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The Cynical Society
1997

witty and engaging essays from the writer hailed as the equal of george orwell and edmund wilson hailed by the los angeles
times as that most rambunctious of all critics an iconoclast hans magnus enzensberger is the leading german social critic of his
generation for more than forty years enzensberger s engaging and witty essays have won acclaim worldwide zig zag presents
enzensberger s most recant work along with his most important essays covering a wide range of contemporary politics and
culture the book includes enzensberger s provocative essays on such topics as the parallels between adolf hitler and saddam
hussein and the recurrence of fascism in western europe zig zag also features enzensberger s classic pieces on contemporary
culture a fascinating recent study of the transformation of luxury and an amusing obituary for fashion in which enzensberger
laments western style s decline into a kind of studied casualness zig zag shows us why enzensberger has become the master of
cultural criticism with work that never fails to surprise and to provoke

Zig Zag
2015-12-08

volume 5 in the studies in political development series originally published in 1965 the princeton legacy library uses the latest
print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Political Culture and Political Development
1991

in an age where film stars become presidents and politicians appear in pop videos politics and popular culture have become
inextricably interlinked in this exciting new book john street provides a broad survey and analysis of this relationship
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Culture and Politics
2013-05-08

the dramatic changes in contemporary european politics associated with the rise of the new right has created a new political
culture which is the subject of this fascinating and informative book contemporary political culture pioneers the application of the
theory of postmodernism to western political behaviour and political science underpinning the book is the observation that
fundamental long term changes in the contours of european political culture explain the rise of the new politics and recent
political events the authors offer a critical analysis of traditional theories models and accounts of political culture and an
evaluation of the two contending contemporary explanatory models postmodernism and po

Politics and Popular Culture
1989-08

this concise accessible text presents an overview of the relevance of culture for politics culture figures prominently in the
theories of the great classics such as marx durkheim and weber recently the cultural approach to politics has developed quickly
and the concept of political culture has played a role in these developments particularly given the emergence of large scale
survey research into political value orientations seeking to outline this rapid development the book is divided into three sections
section i of the book discusses the relevance of cultural perspectives to political analysis including discussion of the most
significant concepts and methods section ii looks at the core elements of political culture âe tradition ethnicity and religion
section iii examines emerging research avenues and opportunities including social capital value orientations in the postmodern
world newer formulations of political culture such as gender and sexuality and the influence of the environment drawing on a
wealth of examples and a comprehensive analysis of comparative data this textbook is essential reading for all students of
political culture research methods political sociology and comparative politics

Contemporary Political Culture
2012

the way people think and act politically is not set in stone people can and do change the fundamental cultural contours of their
political situation their political culture does not only restrict imagination and action it is also a resource for political creativity and
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invention in reinventing political culture this resource is uncovered and explored analyzed as a tension between the power of
culture and the culture of power the concept of political culture is reinvented and applied to understanding the practice of people
transforming their own political culture in very different circumstances three instances of such reinvention are closely examined
one historic during the twilight of the soviet empire one actively in process and actively opposed the obama revolution and one
an apparent distant dream the power of culture and the culture of power that would avoid the clash of civilizations in the middle
east in accessible and engaging prose goldfarb clearly and forcefully presents students and scholars of sociology comparative
politics and cultural studies with an original position on political culture showing how the political cultures of our times pose not
only grave dangers but also opportunities for creative alternatives

Culture and Politics
2013-05-09

reflects the work of the critical theory institute at the u of california irvine which from the fall of 1988 to the spring of 1991
considered the topic critical theory contemporary culture and the question of the political this volume consists largely of essays
by members of the group and invited guests that were presented discussed and revised during that period paper edition 08057 3
17 50 annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Reinventing Political Culture
1993

this is the most authoritative picture to date of what the british people and their politicians really think about the fundamentals of
politics based on new and revealing survey data it presents a wide ranging analysis of british attitudes to civil political and social
rights the study uncovers two broad macro dimensions of principle liberty and equality which underlie a large number of more
specific principles and shape people s responses to many practical issues controversially it claims that commitments to liberty
and equality tend to run together only the least educated treat them as alternatives the work also explores the influence of social
background personal experience and the institutional setting on attitudes toward political principles it is invaluable reading for
those interested in british politics political sociology civil liberties and public opinion as well as those planning their own social
science survey research
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Politics, Theory, and Contemporary Culture
1996

the authors explore the complex and reciprocal interactions between a society s dominant beliefs values and attitudes about
politics and the nature of its political system

Political Culture in Contemporary Britain
2022

the twentieth century has been popularly seen as the american century a long period in which the united states had amassed the
economic resources the political and military strength and the moral prestige to assume global leadership by century s end the
trajectory of american politics the sense of ever waxing federal power and the nation s place in the world seemed less assured
americans of many stripes came to contest the standard narratives of nation building and international hegemony charted by
generations of historians in this volume a group of distinguished u s historians confronts the teleological view of the inexorable
transformation of the united states into a modern nation the contributors analyze a host of ways in which local places were drawn
into a wider polity and culture while at the same time revealing how national and international structures and ideas created new
kinds of local movements and local energies rather than seeing the century as a series of conflicts between liberalism and
conservatism they illustrate the ways in which each of these political forces shaped its efforts over the other s cumulative
achievements accommodating to shifts in government social mores and popular culture they demonstrate that international
connections have transformed domestic life in myriad ways and in turn that the american presence in the world has been shaped
by its distinctive domestic political culture finally they break down boundaries between the public and private sectors showcasing
the government s role in private life and how private organizations influenced national politics revisiting and revising many of the
chestnuts of american political history this volume challenges received wisdom about the twentieth century american experience

Political Culture and Democracy in Developing Countries
2014-02-03

how can we make sense of the fact that after decades of right wing political mobilizing the major social changes wrought by the
sixties are more than ever part of american life the world the sixties made the first academic collection to treat the last quarter of
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the twentieth century as a distinct period of u s history rebuts popular accounts that emphasize a conservative ascendancy the
essays in this volume survey a vast historical terrain to tease out the meaning of the not so long ago they trace the ways in which
recent u s culture and politics continue to be shaped by the legacy of the new left s social movements from feminism to gay
liberation to black power together these essays demonstrate that the america that emerged in the 1970s was a nation profoundly
even radically democratized

Making the American Century
2003-10-08

henry a giroux challenges the contemporary politics of cynicism by addressing a number of issues including the various attacks
on cultural politics the multicultural discourses of academia the corporate attack on higher education and the cultural politics of
the disney empire

The World Sixties Made
1993-01-01

this book focuses on transformations of political culture from times past to future present it defines the meaning of political
culture and explores the cultural values and institutions of kinship communities and dynastic intermediaries including chiefdoms
and early states it systematically examines the rise and gradual universalization of modern sovereign nation states contemporary
debates concerning nationality nationalism citizenship and hyphenated identities are engaged the authors recount the making of
political culture in the american nation state and look at the processes of internal colonialism in the american experience
examining how major ethnic sectarian racial and other distinctions arose and congealed into social and cultural categories the
book concludes with a study of the holocaust genocide crimes against humanity and the political cultures of violation in post
colonial rwanda and in racialized ethno political conflicts in various parts of the world struggles over legitimacy in nation building
and state building are at the heart of this new take on the important role of political culture

The Concept of Political Culture
1971
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examining the ways in which politics and ideology stimulate and shape changes in human science this book focuses on the
cultural sciences in nineteenth and early twentieth century germany the book argues that many of the most important theoretical
directions in german cultural science had their origins in a process by which a general pattern of social scientific thinking one that
was closely connected to political liberalism and dominant in germany and elsewhere before the mid nineteenth century
fragmented in the face of the political troubles of german liberalism after that time some liberal social scientists who wanted to
repair both liberalism and the liberal theoretical pattern and others who wanted to replace them with something more
conservative turned to the concept of culture as the focus of their intellectual endeavors later generations of intellectuals
repeated the process motivated in large part by the experiences of liberalism as a political movement in the german empire
within this framework the book discusses the formation of diffusionism in german anthropology friedrich ratzel s theory of
lebensraum folk psychology historical economics and cultural history it also relates these developments to german imperialism
the rise of radical nationalism and the upheaval in german social science at the turn of the century

Political Culture and Political Development
2013-05-13

a pulitzer prize winner and landmark book from one of the truly original scholars of our time a magnificent revelation of turn of
the century vienna where out of a crisis of political and social disintegration so much of modern art and thought was born not
only is it a splendid exploration of several aspects of early modernism in their political context it is an indicator of how the
discipline of intellectual history is currently practiced by its most able and ambitious craftsmen it is also a moving vindication of
historical study itself in the face of modernism s defiant suggestion that history is obsolete david a hollinger history book club
review each of the seven separate studies can be read separately yet they are so artfully designed and integrated that one who
reads them in order is impressed by the book s wholeness and the momentum of its argument gordon a craig the new republic a
profound work on one of the most important chapters of modern intellectual history h r trevor roper front page the new york
times book review invaluable to the social and political historian as well as to those more concerned with the arts john willett the
new york review of books a work of original synthesis and scholarship engrossing newsweek

Impure Acts
2015-11-17

first published in 1989 cultural politics in contemporary america is a radical attempt to lay out the complex ways in which the
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american media and american culture is powerfully interlocked at the end of the 20th century the media exerted an
overwhelming influence on the formation of social identity through the production and consumption of images the hollywood
presidency of ronald reagan was founded on the skills of the great communicator bruce springsteen s born in the usa was used
by chrysler corporation to assure that the pride is back feminists and right wing militants converged to oppose pornography the
media american culture and political power were bound together in a gamble the stakes of which increased daily cultural politics
incorporates the struggles of race gender and class the economy of the commercial media system the myths of hegemony and
imperialism the crises of privacy and of the intellectual and such diverse issues as postmodernism the american automobile
advertising as communication and television while political actors have changed and media technology has advanced rapidly the
outcome of this research still holds true for the 21st century and is of importance to students of media studies cultural studies
postmodernism postcolonial studies and political science

Political Culture and the Making of Modern Nation-States
1991-06-20

this book originally published in 1991 assesses how attitudes political orientations and social values changed during the five
decades after the second world war the case studies in the book focus on key sites in political culture in france on the extreme
right the cinema the impact of media personalities and changes of political discourse in germany on the decline of regional
identities the emergence of specific issues and the concern of political parties with the effectiveness of language this
interdisciplinary study provides new insights into the way french and german people see themselves

Politics and the Sciences of Culture in Germany, 1840-1920
2012-02-01

modern germany examines all aspects of contemporary political economic social and cultural life in the new germany using a
clearly structured approach and accessible language the contributors explain the electoral and political systems and underline
the significance of the federal system in germany they discuss problems in the education system and social provision and also
chronicles recent changes in the german economy and industry modern germany also describes the media landscape of the
nation and the recent reforms to the german language
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Fin-De-Siecle Vienna
2022-11-30

this unique volume is about how ordinary people construct political meanings form political emotions and identities and become
involved in or disengaged from political contests drawing on psychological anthropology it illustrates the complexities of political
subjectivities through engaging personal stories that complicate our understanding of the relationship between culture and
politics chapters examine the tea party and occupy wall street in the united states third gender activism in india rastafari in
jamaica courage to refuse in israel the environmental movement in the u s salafi movements in northern nigeria post socialist
labor politics in romania and anti immigrant activism in denmark

Cultural Politics in Contemporary America
2014-12-17

compares stability and change in the political culture of the relatively new asian democracy japan and the much older western
democracy britain by analysing long term trends and recent changes in political attitudes the authors seek to provide a unique
perspective on these two island cultures

Political Culture in France and Germany (RLE: German Politics)
1998

wray argues that understanding the cultural context behind american politics enhances the understanding of politics as part of
society

Modern Germany
2018-04-05

for introductory and intermediate undergraduate courses in political science
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Political Sentiments and Social Movements
1992

aspects of political culture i e concerns with the subjective dimension of politics including dominant political orientations
perceptions and interpretations always have been particularly relevant with regard to the case of germany and its great variety
of political regimes during the last century this is true both with regard to political science and practical politics this volume
provides a comprehensive overview concerning the major historical legacies regional and sub cultural variations and current
problems of democratic orientations national identity and relationships to the outside world

Politics East and West
2001

several years ago freshly returned from a year in stockholm but deeply en meshed in the american malaise of the late 1960 s i
sketched out an image of swedish policy making that defined a generalized policy making role and sought to relate that role to
both citizen attitudes and the elite political culture 1 in sweden although that sketch seems to have been taken seriously by other
foreigners i think it is fair to say that the principal reaction of my swedish friends and colleagues was amusement when i later
1970 71 returned for another year in stockholm i found myself being introduced at parties as the man who had written that
marvelously out of date sketch of how swedish politics used to work hah hah or i would be referred to as the american who like
marquis childs some years earlier believed our propaganda by 1970 71 of course the swedish political environment had become
more boisterous than it had been in 1967 68 indeed during the course of that year my amused colleagues found themselves
enmeshed in a strike action against the government that was part of an emotional series of such actions that some observers
thought would bring most public services to a halt if my earlier portrait had been influenced too much they thought by the
american malaise in which i was implicated so must their later reaction to my portrait have been influenced too much i thought
by the swedish turmoil of 1970 and 1971

Sense and Non-sense
1975

in recent years new schools of historiography and criticism have recast the political and cultural histories of elizabethan and early
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stuart england however for all the benefits of their insights most revisionist historians have too narrowly focussed on high politics
to the neglect of values and ideology and new historicist literary scholars have displayed an insufficient grasp of chronology and
historical context the contributors to this pioneering volume richly fusing these approaches apply a revisionist close attention to
moments to the wide range of texts verbal and visual that critics have begun to read as representations of power and politics
excitingly broadening the range of areas and evidence for the study of politics these outstanding essays demonstrate how the
study of high culture classical translations court portraits royal palaces the conduct of chivalric ceremony and low culture cheap
pamphlets and scurrilous verses enable us to reconstruct the languages through which contemporaries interpreted their political
environment

Political Culture
1996

this book examines the role of culture in contemporary security policies providing a critical overview of the ways in which culture
has been theorized in security studies developing a theoretical framework that stresses the relationship between culture power
security and strategy the volume argues that cultural practices have been central to transformations in european and us security
policy in the wake of the cold war including the evolution of nato and the expansion of the eu michael c williams maintains that
cultural practices continue to play powerful roles in international politics today where they are essential to grasping the
ascendance of neoconservatism in us foreign policy investigating the rise in popularity of culture and constructivism in security
studies in relation to the structure and exercise of power in post cold war security relations the book contends that this poses
significant challenges for considering the connection between analytic and political practices and the relationship between
scholarship and power in the construction of security relations culture and security will be of interest to students and researchers
in the fields of international relations security studies and european politics

Politics and Generations
1993

understanding politics in nations other than your own is a perilous exercise if you were to read two newspaper articles on the
same topic but from different countries you would likely find two very different interpretations of the same event but how we
think about what is written in our own country seems somehow less distorted less wrong so which side is right and from what
reference point can we begin to compare the two culture troubles is a systematic reevaluation of the role of culture in political
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analysis here patrick chabal and jean pascal daloz contend that it is unwise to compare different societies without taking into
account culture which in their interpretation is not a system of values but rather a system of inherited meanings and symbols this
cultural approach they argue can attribute meaning to political comparison and they outline the shape of that approach one that
draws from an eclectic range of sources illustrating the sharpness and acuity of their methods they proceed with a comparative
study of the state and political representation in three very different nations france nigeria and sweden to untangle the many
ways that culture informs our understanding of political events as a result culture troubles offers a rational starting point from
which we may begin to understand foreign politics

Political Culture in Germany
1980-01-31

不平等の拡大 強権政治の台頭で リベラリズムが機能不全の今 注目の政治学者があらゆる問題を検証し 失敗の原因と是正をさぐる

Administered Politics
2014

Political Culture and the Making of Modern Nation-states
1986

Women in Culture and Politics
1994
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Culture and Politics in Early Stuart England
2007

Culture and Security
1994

Our Country, Our Culture
1972

˜Theœ transformation of political culture in Cuba
2006

Culture Troubles
2019-11

リベラリズムはなぜ失敗したのか
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